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any case remember that any combination that includes the
fascists must reserve the Ministry of the Interior for them.'1
Bianchi ended his statement by giving ' a new and definite
denial to the rumours of a march on Rome, a general
rising and coup d'etat \ c The conquest of Rome is in process
and we have no need of any mobilisation or coup d'etat**
At the same time news arrived in Rome which could no
longer be ignored of the fascist mobilisation which was
taking place., and of the occupation of barracks and public
buildings in various Tuscan towns. The Popolo d3 Italia
came out the next morning with the headlines ; c Italian
history at the cross-roads—Mobilization of fascists in Tuscany
—All the barracks in Siena are occupied by fascists—The
soldiers fraternise with the blackshirts.' Facta was thus
forced to summon a cabinet meeting during the night,3
and it was decided to proclaim martial law as from noon
on Saturday, the 28th.
Italy's fate was settled during the morning of the 28th.
The resignation of the government had suddenly put the
king into the position of arbiter of the situation. Round the
Quirinal and the Viminal the tragi-comedy was being played
out, hour by hour. At 9 o'clock Facta brought for the
king's signature the decree proclaiming martial law, of
which the country had already been informed by a govern-
ment announcement.4 But before this interview took place
1	On the other hand the Interior was the only important ministry that
Mussolini had not demanded in his Naples speech.
2	A few hours later, Bianchi, who had gone to Perugia, headquarters of
the Quadrumvirate, went to the prefecture and rang up the Ministry of the
Interior.   * It so chances,' relates Balbo in his Diary, * that Facta himself rushed
to the telephone, thinking it was the prefect.   Michelino Bianchi then informed
him of the forced changing of the guard at the prefecture of Perugia and the
occupation of the town by the fascists.5
3	Though the cabinet had resigned this was still possible, as the king had not
summoned anyone else.
4	Here is the text :  ' Seditious demonstrations are taking place in certain
Italian provinces, organized with a view to obstructing the normal functioning
of the powers of the State, and capable of bringing the most serious trouble on
the country.   The government has tried every form of conciliation in the hope
of restoring harmony among conflicting views and of assuring a tranquil
solution to the crisis.   Faced with attempts at insurrection it is the duty of the
resigning government to maintain public order by any means and at any price.
It will discharge this duty in full, for the safeguarding of citizens and of free
constitutional institutions.   Citizens should keep calm and trust in the measures
of security which have been adopted.   Long live Italy !   Long live the King !*
This proclamation was only published in Rome, while the telegram declaring
martial law had arrived everywhere early in the morning, and was in some
places received by the fascists themselves who had seized the telegraph offices.

